We introduce a general framework for thermometry based on collisional models, where ancillas probe the temperature of the environment through an intermediary system. This allows for the generation of correlated ancillas even if they are initially independent. Using tools from parameter estimation theory, we show through a minimal qubit model that individual ancillas can already outperform the thermal Cramer-Rao bound. In addition, when probed collectively, these ancillas may exhibit superlinear scalings of the Fisher information, especially for weak system-ancilla interactions. Our approach sets forth the notion of metrology in a sequential interactions setting, and may inspire further advances in quantum thermometry.
Quantum metrology aims to employ resources such as entanglement [1] , coherence [2] and squeezing [3] , to provide improvements in the precision of a large variety of physical measurements [4] [5] [6] . One such type, which stands out due to its universal importance, is thermometry [7, 8] . Several papers have discussed how quantum resources could be used to yield significant enhancements in temperature estimation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This could have a large impact particularly on low temperature applications such as ultra-cold atoms, trapped ions and superconducting devices, where minimally-invasive thermometric methods are seldom available.
Quantum thermometry can be cast under the general framework of parameter estimation theory. The goal is to estimate the temperature T of a thermal environment by allowing it to interact with one or more ancillas, which are then subsequently measured. In the simplest measurement protocol, N identical ancillas thermalize individually with the environment. The finite heat capacity C of each ancilla will then limit the precision of the corresponding temperature estimate to a minimum uncertainty of (∆T/T ) 2 ≥ k B /NC, corresponding to the Cramer-Rao bound for thermal states [7, 8] . The 1/N scaling of the temperature variance, also known as the standard limit, stems from statistically independent measurements of each ancilla.
In general, superlinear scalings in 1/N can be obtained with collective measurements on correlated ancillas, e.g. by preparing an initially entangled N-ancilla state [1, 2] . Alternatively, one may perform N sequential measurements on the same ancilla [18] [19] [20] [21] , in such a way that the outcomes are correlated. Specifically in the context of thermometry, this method would generally not improve the accuracy of temperature estimation [20] , but this could in principle change using adaptive schemes [21] .
In this Letter, we introduce an alternative framework of thermometry inspired by collisional models [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , in which the quantum advantages arise from repeated interactions between a continuous stream of independently prepared ancil- A stream of ancillas sequentially interacts with a system S which is coupled to a heat environment E at temperature T . (b) Exemplary circuit representation. The system and the ancillas evolve stroboscopically in a sequence of S E thermalization and pairwise S A i interaction steps. The system is assumed to have converged to the fixed point ρ * S of the stroboscopic map. Quantum advantages can be obtained by performing collective measurements on blocks of ancillas (illustrated here for blocks of length 2). las and a system mediating the thermal contact with the environment. We show that, at sufficiently high repetition rates and strong interactions, individual ancillas already surpass the thermal Cramer-Rao bound [12] . For weak interaction strength, enhancements are also found by exploiting the quantum correlations that are created among multiple ancillas. The paper presents first the theoretical framework, then explicit results based on a minimal qubit model.
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Formal framework -We consider thermometry in a colli-arXiv:1904.12551v1 [quant-ph] 29 Apr 2019 sional model setting as depicted in Fig. 1 . A system S is coupled to a thermal environment E at temperature T while interacting with a stream of independent and identically prepared (i.i.d.) ancillas {A 1 , A 2 , . . .}. Information about T is encoded in the ancillas through S , which can then be retrieved by suitable measurements of a sufficiently large number of ancillas in order to build the statistics. Assuming that the system-ancilla (SA) interaction time τ S A is short compared to the system-environment (SE) coupling time τ S E between subsequent ancillas and the characteristic thermalisation time, we can neglect the environment during the SA interaction. Hence, we describe the dynamics by alternating between the repeated application of a unitary map U S A n (ρ) = U S A n ρU † S A n acting on the system and the n-th ancilla, followed by the thermal map E S (ρ) acting only on the system during τ S E , see Fig. 1(b) . Here, U S A n = e −iVτ S A / is the unitary operator generated by the SA interaction Hamiltonian V S A n . The thermal map E S (ρ) alone would drive the system towards the Gibbs state ρ th S = e −H S /k B T /Z, where H S is the system Hamiltonian and T is the environment temperature.
The global state of S , A 1 , . . . , A n before the next S A interaction is given by
where • stands for map composition and ρ A is the initial state of the ancillas. The reduced state ρ S of the system therefore evolves stroboscopically according to the quantum channel ρ S (n) = tr A n E S • U S A n ρ S (n − 1) ⊗ ρ A =: Φρ S (n − 1). (2) The state ρ S (n) summarizes the information content about E that the ancilla A n+1 will have access to. After sufficient S A interactions, the system will no longer depend on its initial state and will eventually reach a fixed point ρ * S = Φρ * S . This steady state contains information about T that can be extracted by measuring subsequent ancillas. In general, ρ * S will deviate from ρ th S , which reflects the unavoidable measurement disturbance [27] . In what follows, we will assume that the system has already reached ρ * S , which eliminates transient effects and establishes translational invariance for subsequent states ρ A 1 ...A N of N adjacent ancillas after they have interacted with S .
The key point in our approach is that even though the ancillas are initially independent, the final state ρ A 1 ...A N would generally get correlated due to their common interaction with S and the continuous exchange of information between S E. As a consequence, measurements on the collective state ρ A 1 ...A N of N ancillas, e.g. bipartite measurements (N = 2) as in Fig. 1(b) , could in principle give us more information about the temperature of the environment as compared to independent measurements of N ancillas.
Temperature estimation -The quantum Fisher information (QFI) allows quantifying the precision of a thermometry scheme without reference to an explicit measurement protocol or experimental implementation [1, 4, 5, 28] . Indeed, the standard deviation of any unbiased temperature estimator ∆T obeys the Quantum Cramer-Rao bound
where F (T, ρ) is the QFI of temperature given the temperature-dependent quantum state ρ.
Conventionally, ρ is taken to be the state of a probe system that is in direct thermal contact with the environment. If the probe fully thermalizes, its information content about the temperature will be given by the thermal Fisher information (TFI)
with H A the probe Hamiltonian and C the heat capacity. Repeating this process with N probes yields the aforementioned 1/N-scaling of (∆T/T ) 2 .
Here, by contrast, N ancillas acquire information about the thermal environment indirectly and get correlated with each other through successive interactions with S . Information is extracted from the N-ancilla state ρ A 1 ...A N by means of a quantum measurement described by a positive operator valued measure (POVM) Π x , where x denotes the set of possible outcomes. This produces a probability distribution p(x) = tr Π x ρ A 1 ...A N , from which one can construct the Fisher information
The QFI is obtained by maximizing over all possible POVMs:
where Λ is the symmetric logarithmic derivative, which is a solution of the Lyapunov equation Λρ A 1 ...A N + ρ A 1 ...A N Λ = 2∂ T ρ A 1 ...A N . For benchmarking the optimal QFI, it is useful to compare it with other measurement strategies. A natural one is be to perform only local measurements in each ancilla. This would yield a classical N-ancilla Fisher information which will still incorporate classical correlations between subsequent ancillas, but will ignore any quantum coherent effects. If, in addition, one also neglect any correlations generated by the protocol, then the N-ancilla Fisher information will be simply NF 1 , which is the same as performing measurements in a completely marginalized product state (ρ A ) ⊗N . In this case, by construction, the Fisher information will of course be linear in N. However, in general ρ A will not be the thermal state of the environment, so that, as we show below, one can still obtain advantages over the TFI (4) .
Qubit model -We now introduce a minimal qubit model that fits the described framework. We take the system and ancillas to be resonant qubits with frequency Ω, so that H S = 
Here D[L] = LρL † − 1 2 {L † L, ρ}, γ is a temperature-independent coupling constant, andn = (e Ω/k B T − 1) −1 . The thermal map E S in Eq. (1) is obtained by integrating Eq. (7) over a certain time τ S E , yielding E S (ρ) = e L S τ S E (ρ).
Motivated by the framework of thermal resource theory [29] , we describe the S A interactions by a partial SWAP Hamiltonian V S A n = g(σ S + σ A n − + σ S − σ A n + ), which describes energy exchange as a thermal operation that does not require external work when on resonance. We are left with the effective S E and S A couplings, γτ S E and gτ S A , the temperature T , and the initial ancilla state ρ A as the free parameters of our model.
Independent ancillas -Let us first consider the information acquired by a single ancilla. When the first ancilla interacts with the initially thermal state of the system, the QFI it obtains will be bounded by the TFI (4), which in this specific case reads F th = ( Ω/2k B T 2 ) 2 sech 2 ( Ω/k B T ). For subsequent ancillas, this is no longer true since the system state does not remain thermal. Remarkably, once the stroboscopic steady state ρ * S is reached, each ancilla can actually gain more information than F th . Figure 2 depicts F 1 /F th as a function of the couplings gτ S A and γτ S E for an exemplary temperature. In (a) and (b), we consider ancillas prepared in the ground state |g and in the state |+ = (|g + |e )/ √ 2, respectively. The TFI bound is always attained for full swaps (gτ S A = π/2) in the limit of perfect thermalization between subsequent ancillas (γτ S E → ∞), which is barely visible for the coherent case in (b). The greatest QFI values are generally attained also close to a full swap, but with ground-state ancillas. For instance, in (a) we see F 1 /F th ≈ 4 for γτ S E 1; the attainable ratio would grow with temperature.
The reason for this enhancement is that, at steady-state operation and incomplete thermalization between adjacent interactions, the ancillas probe the environment temperature not only through the average system excitation (which saturates at 1/2 for high T ), but also through the effective thermal relaxation parameter Γ = γ(2n + 1)τ S E (which growing indefinitely with T ). A similar enhancement was observed for the case of a single qubit in direct contact with the environment [12] . Explicitly for full swaps between ρ * S and ground-state ancillas, the QFI reads as
which goes to zero in the Zeno limit Γ → 0 and to one in the quasi-static case of full thermalization, Γ → ∞. Close to Γ = 1, the ancilla state is most sensitive to the environment's relaxation effect, and we observe the strongest enhancement compared to the TFI. This is especially true when k B T Ω, as the QFI would decrease only like T −2 , as compared to the T −4 scaling of the TFI. Notice also that, in the case of full swap, the system reaches its stroboscopic steady state after the first interaction, ρ S (1) = ρ * S : thus the enhancement applies from the second ancilla onwards. This puts forth a comparative advantage in using our collisional thermometry scheme in the limit of strong S A couplings.
Correlated ancillas -In most practical scenarios, however, a single S A interaction could be weak and/or short (gτ S A 1). Since F 1 would be small in this case, a conclusive temperature measurement would require N 1 ancillas anyway. We are going to show that such weak-coupling scenarios typically come with a pronounced enhancement of the QFI due to quantum correlations.
While excited ancillas or pure ancilla states with energy coherences perform worse than ground-state ancillas in terms of F 1 , this changes once one exploits correlations between successive ancillas. Figure 3 shows how the QFI grows with N in the weak-coupling limit for various ancilla states (dots, circles, and crosses for |g , |e , and |+ respectively) and thermal couplings. Panel (a) represents the Zeno limit Γ → 0, with γτ S E = 0.01 where the N-ancilla QFI F N does not exhibit much enhancement beyond the linear scaling NF 1 for independent ancillas (dotted lines). Higher F N -values and better improvement compared to NF 1 are achieved in the interval of intermediate γτ S E = 0.1, 1 in (b) and (c). For greater γτ S E 1, correlations between successive ancillas vanish and F N → NF 1 . We also observe that |e -ancillas are initially worse but eventually catch up to |g -ancillas already at moderate numbers N ∼ 10. Ancillas in |+ -states exhibit the highest superlinear enhancement F N /NF 1 .
The superlinear improvement is caused by quantum correlations that build up between subsequent ancillas. Indeed, a great improvement occurs between F 1 and F 2 when they become accessible. The state of two adjacent ancillas, for instance, not only encodes information about T in the individual excitations, but it also exhibits genuine distributed coherence FIG. 3. Log-log plot of quantum Fisher information F N in units of F th (≈ 0.015) with the number of measured ancillas, N, for a fixed weak S A coupling gτ S A = π/100 and k B T/ Ω = 2. Panels (a) to (c) correspond to S E couplings γτ S E = 0.01, 0.1, and 1 respectively. Numerics is limited to 12 data points [30, 31] . The markers (blue dots, red circles and purple crosses) correspond to the use of |g , |e and |+ -state ancillas while the dotted lines give the independent single-ancilla measurement scenario with F N = NF 1 . Note that the purple line for |+ -state ancillas cannot be seen in Panel (c) as F 1 ∼ 10 −6 F th in this case. [32] . For instance, if ρ A = |g g|, we find ge|ρ A 1 A 2 |eg = e −Γ/2 cos(gτ S A )p A ,
where p A = e|ρ A 1 |e =n (1 − e −Γ ) sin 2 (gτ S A ) (2n + 1) 1 − e −Γ cos 2 (gτ S A ) ,
is the population of a single ancilla. This excitation probability p A is limited by the weak coupling angle gτ S A and vanishes in the Zeno limit Γ → 0. The coherence between |ge and |eg , however, decay with an additional e −Γ/2 , so once again we should obtain optimal QFI values and quantum enhancements around Γ = 1. Although the QFI is inevitably low in the weak-coupling scenario, it improves remarkably due to quantum correlations. In Fig. 3(b) , we get F 10 /10F 1 ≈ 4, 10, and 14 for |g , |e and |+ respectively. Notice that this does not require initial correlations between the ancillas, which further demonstrates the virtue of the collisional thermometry scheme. For strong interactions, the QFI gain per ancilla would be higher, and a significant superlinear enhancement could only be observed for coherent ancilla states.
Conclusions-We have introduced a framework for thermometry using collisional models. As an example, we have demonstrated that improved sensitivities of temperature can be reached even in a minimal qubit model. Specifically, if one is not constrained by short probing times or weak interactions, our scheme predicts a sensitivity that could outperform the thermal Cramer-Rao bound. In the limit of weak coupling, our scheme would yield a comparative enhancement through generation of quantum correlations.
Our framework opens the doors for metrology as a whole in the context of an open system, e.g. measuring environment relaxation rates. A natural and interesting follow-up would be whether it is possible to push further these enhancements by considering probes with initial entanglement.
